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MESSAGE FROM PAUL O'MALLEY

Steel is one of the most versatile and durable materials and essential to our world today.

We depend on steel in every aspect of our lives – from use in our homes and commercial buildings,
cars, trains and roadways to tools and equipment, and even in materials and products to help
improve the environment.

Steel demand is growing rapidly, particularly in the developing world as infrastructure improvements
are made to further advance its industrialisation. With the infinite ability to be recycled, yet maintain
its strength and durability, steel is an ideal material for a sustainable world.

BlueScope Steel is committed to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions and this
remains a priority for the Company. Our safety performance for the year was very
good and despite the most difficult trading conditions, BlueScope employees
continued to live up to Our Bond in our communities.
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ENVIRONMENT AND BEING RESPONSIBLE

BlueScope Steel is an environmentally responsible company and we continue to invest in improving
our environmental footprint. We have invested close to $500 million over the past 15 years towards
environmental projects to improve air quality, energy efficiency and waste management and reduce
water consumption.

For example, at Port Kembla Steelworks, our largest production facility, over 16 billion litres of
recycled water has been used since its recycled water project started in 2006.

At BlueScope, we are committed to reducing our greenhouse gas emissions. In order to make major
reductions in steel's carbon emissions, an alternative to using coal must be found. We are
participating in research – both in Australia and overseas – to find new, lower carbon steelmaking
technologies.

At the time of writing this message, the Senate has rejected the Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme
(CPRS). Amendments had been made to the CPRS which would have reduced the cost of the
scheme to BlueScope Steel and its Australian operations. BlueScope Steel welcomed the
amendments to the CPRS. Notwithstanding these improvements, the CPRS would have still imposed
material costs on BlueScope's Australian operations.

It is imperative that Port Kembla Steelworks and Western Port remain internationally competitive,
both in order to continue to compete against imports and to export.

BlueScope Steel has been committed to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions and this remains a
priority for the Company. We believe government policy needs to provide incentives for major
abatement projects, such as the Port Kembla Steelworks Co-generation Plant, and the Company is
having ongoing discussions with the Federal Government about this project.

ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS

This online version of our Community, Safety and Environment (CSE) Report, as we have done
each year since BlueScope commenced operating, outlines our annual results for our water use,
material efficiency, steel recycling, air quality and greenhouse gas emissions as well as our potential
energy savings at our major manufacturing sites. Please take the time to review our results.

SAFETY IS AT THE HEART OF WHAT WE DO

The safety of our people has always been at the forefront of everything we do at BlueScope Steel.
We're proud of our record but know that we must continue to work hard every day to stay safe and
focus on achieving Zero Harm.

In a year of multiple and significant challenges, our safety performance was very good.

In FY09, the Company's injury levels remained at world best standard. During this year in which we
undertook one of the Company's most critical and essential projects, the reline of the No. 5 Blast
Furnace, our Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) remained below one for the fifth consecutive
year. The Medically Treated Injury Frequency Rate (MTIFR) also finished at a record low level.

New safety milestones were reached in many of our businesses across all our regions.

For the first time ever, our Indonesian business experienced no Lost Time or Medically Treated
Injuries for the year. Our New Zealand Steel operation was LTI free as well. They join the honour
role of other BlueScope businesses that have retained their LTI free record.

Zero Harm is our goal. All of us at BlueScope are working diligently every day to achieve this goal.

OUR COMMUNITIES ARE OUR HOMES



Our success relies on communities supporting our business and products. We conduct a variety of
programs every year aimed at improving our communities and making a positive impact on people's
lives.

Nowhere was this more recognised than through the support of our people in the bushfire relief
following the tragic ‘Black Saturday' bushfires in Victoria, Australia, that occurred last February.

At that time, bushfires raged across the state claiming 173 lives and destroying more than 2,000
homes. A number of our Victorian based employees are volunteers with the Country Fire Authority
(CFA) and the State Emergency Service.

BlueScope Steel employees pledged more than $140,000 to the Red Cross Bushfire Appeal. The
Company also pledged $1 million in steel building products to help rebuild communities destroyed by
the bushfires. In addition to financial donations, many BlueScope employees personally donated
food, clothing and their time to help the relief effort.

In our communities around the world, BlueScope Steel also supports a variety of humanitarian and
local community programs. Over this last year, BlueScope Steel China donated a new building to the
Xingren school in Mianyang City to replace the building destroyed in the 2008 Sichuan earthquake.

The new school building is a fine example of technical innovation. The structure is a highly
engineered, lightweight yet strong, steel frame designed to withstand severe weather conditions. It is
resistant to fire, earthquakes, mould, and decay, giving the students a safe and healthy schoolroom
environment. The building was built to the highest environmental standards, and the use of Clean
COLORBOND® steel products reduces the maintenance required.

So despite the most difficult trading conditions, BlueScope employees continued to live up to Our
Bond in our communities.

We hope this year's online version of the Community, Safety and Environment Report is of interest
to you and we invite you to write to us with your comments. An email with your comments can be
sent to: question@bluescopesteel.com

Sincerely,

Paul O’Malley
Managing Director & CEO
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OUR GOAL: ZERO HARM

Health and safety is fundamental to the way we do business at BlueScope Steel. Our goal is Zero
Harm, and we pursue this goal vigorously. Our aim is that anyone entering our sites leaves in the
same condition as they arrived.

The following beliefs form the basis for achieving our goal of Zero Harm:

Working safely is a condition of employment.
Employee involvement is essential.
Management is accountable for safety performance.
All injuries can be prevented.
Training employees to work safely is essential.
All operating exposures can be safeguarded.

BlueScope Steel has a comprehensive Occupational Health and Safety Management System which
is mandatory in all our operations. Its purpose is to protect the health and safety of our employees,
customers, contractors, visitors and the public. The Management System gives substance to our
beliefs and outlines how we will achieve our goal of Zero Harm. Under the Management System,
Safety Management Standards have been established. Each business is required to demonstrate
compliance with these standards.

This system focuses on three basic areas: safe and healthy people, safe systems and a safe and
tidy plant. Strong and caring leadership, engaged employees and a robust operating discipline
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support initiatives in these areas. BlueScope Steel's safety improvement initiatives have seen a
substantial reduction in injuries. We are making good progress overall, with many businesses
reporting noteworthy health and safety results.

In 2008/09, the Company’s injury levels remained at world best standard. The Lost Time Injury
Frequency Rate (LTIFR) was 0.8, remaining below one for the fifth consecutive year. This means
that for every million hours worked, we incur less than one injury resulting in lost time. Our Medically
Treated Injury Frequency Rate (MTIFR) also finished at a record low level at 5.6 per one million
hours worked.

Essential to our health and safety strategy is the ongoing effort to further develop our leaders, as is
the continued implementation of risk management practices, behavioural health and safety audits,
the reporting of incidents and near misses and the identification and prevention of at risk behaviour
and at risk conditions.
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COMMITTED TO IMPROVING OUR ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

BlueScope Steel is committed to caring for the environment and choosing to do what is right. We will
take action within our businesses and work with our partners to continually improve our
environmental footprint. To ensure we achieve these goals, the Company has adopted
comprehensive environmental governance arrangements and management systems.

In addition to our compliance obligations, BlueScope Steel has undertaken a range of initiatives to
reduce the company’s environmental footprint.

We manage our environmental risks and impacts through the use of a framework we call LAWWNE,
which focuses on:

Land
Air
Water
Waste
Noise
Energy/Greenhouse

Through the use of this framework we are working to reduce our impact, while conserving energy
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Above: Threatened Green and Golden Bell frogs are protected in new purpose-built ponds at the Port Kembla site in
New South Wales, Australia. The ponds were completed in time for the breeding season and form a vital link between
two significant frog populations in southern Wollongong.
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and fresh water, and reusing and recycling material.

We are committed to monitoring and publicly reporting on our progress. Public reporting takes place
through our participation in independent external reporting initiatives, such as the Australian National
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting System (NGERS), and National Pollutant Inventory (NPI) and the
international Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) and through initiatives such as this Community,
Safety and Environment (CSE) Report.

This Report provides comprehensive information about BlueScope Steel and the environment,
including governance and policy arrangements, and performance measures.

THE IMPACT OF THE GLOBAL ECONOMIC CRISIS ON BLUESCOPE
STEEL'S ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

The 2009 financial year will be known for the
greatest downturn in global industrial output in post-
war history.

The global steelmaking sector was heavily
impacted, and BlueScope Steel was no exception.
The extended reline of the No. 5 Blast Furnace at
Port Kembla and the associated reduction in steel
production in Australia and across the company
significantly affected the Company’s environmental,
as well as financial, performance.

Steelmaking is an energy and resource intensive
process, and our processes operate most efficiently
when they are running at their maximum production
levels. Through incremental production increases
and efficiency improvements on a year-by-year
basis, BlueScope has been able to successfully
reduce the intensity of our environmental impact.

The unprecedented reduction in production
experienced in FY2009 has generally had the effect
of reducing absolute levels of environmental impact
(such as water, energy use, and greenhouse gas
emissions). However, the associated production
inefficiencies have increased the corresponding
intensity metrics. This is a common theme
throughout this report.

We anticipate that next year will reflect a return to
more normal operational conditions.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Iron and steelmaking consumes large quantities of
energy, mainly in the form of coal. More than 80 per
cent of this consumption is unavoidable because it is
required for the basic chemical reaction in a blast
furnace converting iron ore into iron.

Notwithstanding this constraint, BlueScope Steel is
continuously seeking ways to reduce its energy intensity
through improved operational practices and a range of
energy efficiency projects.

Where feasible, by-product gases generated by
steelmaking processes are captured and reused for
heating processes, reducing the need to purchase
additional sources of energy. Natural gas (about 10%)
and electricity (about 7%) make up the majority of
remaining energy use and initiatives to save these
commodities have also been implemented across the
Company.

BlueScope Steel's total global energy consumption has
fallen this year. This change can be directly attributed to
the lower rates of production that occurred during the
year. Prior to FY2009, energy intensity for the Company
globally had remained relatively stable over a number
of years, at approximately 21 gigajoules per tonne of
raw steel manufactured. This year, due to lower
production rates and an associated reduction in
economies of scale, the Company's energy intensity
was higher than recent years.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES

You are here » Home » Energy & Greenhouse » Energy Efficiency
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PROGRAM

BlueScope Steel is a participant in the Federal Energy
Efficiency Opportunities program. The program involves
detailed assessments of energy use and the
identification of potential savings at the Port Kembla
Steelworks, Springhill and Western Port sites.

During the year, assessments were completed to
schedule on a number of key plant departments that
consume a total of 7.7 PetaJoules of energy per year.
Energy use assessed included consumption of coal,
utilities and liquid fuels. To date over 90 per cent of
BlueScope Steel’s energy use in Australia has been
assessed under the program.

Each savings opportunity identified is required to
undergo a thorough technical and financial feasibility
assessment to determine its viability. A summary of
assessments completed this year is provided in Table
(1). Further information on the Energy Efficiency
Opportunities program is available for viewing on the
corporate website: www.bluescopesteel.com

TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF PROJECTS IDENTIFIED DURING ENERGY
EFFICIENCY OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM ASSESSMENTS CARRIED
OUT IN FY2008-2009

Site / Plant Assessed Number of Potential
Energy Savings
Opportunities Identified by
Assessments

Potential Energy
Savings < 4yrs*
payback 
GJ/p.a

Port Kembla Steelworks / Steelmaking 4 71,986

Port Kembla Steelworks / Hot Strip Mill 2 21,600

Springhill Works/ Painting 5 101,689

Western Port Works/ Cold Rolling and
Metal Coating

8 70,001

* Pending confirmation during feasibility studies

http://www.bluescopesteel.com/responsibilities/energy-efficiency-opportunities/
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OUR COMMUNITY - MAKING A DIFFERENCE

Respect for communities is a key value of Our Bond. In 2008/09, BlueScope Steel engaged in a
number of programs aimed at improving the communities in which we operate with our focus being
shelter, water, safety, arts and culture and education.

Here are just a few of the programs BlueScope Steel supported during this past year:

Rebuilding program and Red Cross Bushfire Appeal – Following the tragedy of the Victorian
bushfires in Australia, BlueScope Steel pledged $1 million in steel building products to help
rebuild communities destroyed by the fires. By the end of June 2009, Phase 1 of the rebuilding
was completed with two large community kitchen buildings and storage buildings in the worst
affected communities installed. BlueScope Steel employees contributed more than $140,000 to
the Red Cross Bushfire Appeal. A number of our Victorian based employees are volunteers with
the Country Fire Authority (CFA) and the State Emergency Service (SES). In addition to financial
donations, many BlueScope employees personally donated food, clothing and their time to help
the relief effort.

Sichuan Earthquake Rebuilding program - BlueScope Steel China donated a new building,
equipment and educational materials to the Xingren school in Mianyang City to replace the
building destroyed in the 2008 Sichuan earthquake. The new building is designed to withstand
severe earthquake loads and provides a safe schoolroom environment. 
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Tank a Day Challenge – Over the last two years, BlueScope Steel has donated 400 rainwater
tanks to Australian primary schools – one tank for every day of the school year. The Tank a Day
Challenge sought to teach young Australians about the importance of water harvesting,
conservation, and water management, and help primary schools develop their own water
conservation programs. Nearly 3,000 primary schools and approximately 750,000 students
across Australia participated in the Challenge.

SmartRoads – Safer roadways is a goal everyone in every country can work towards. In
Indonesia, where motorcycles are a main means of transport, the death toll is high, especially for
young people between the ages of 16 and 30. To help improve road safety around our sites,
BlueScope Steel Indonesia launched a new community program, SmartRoads – Road Safety for
Our Communities. Seventeen SmartRoads Ambassadors from the site were trained to take the
road safety messages to young people in the local communities where BlueScope operates.

Surf Life Saving Shelters – BlueScope Steel has been a long-standing sponsor of Surf Life
Saving in the Illawarra. This year, new surf shelters were donated to nine member clubs of the
South Coast (New South Wales) Branch of Surf Life Saving Australia. 

BlueScope also supports emergency services and provides assistance in times of crisis.

Our activities and partnerships are guided by Community Relations management plans which help
us ensure we deliver on our promises and identify opportunities for improvement.

We engage regularly with all stakeholders and endeavour to build relationships that are sustainable
over the long term.

As Our Bond says, "our communities are our homes." We strive to be a valued member of the
communities in which we live and work, and seek to demonstrate the respect we have for the wide
range of cultures represented in our workforce and our communities.
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WE AND OUR CUSTOMERS
PROUDLY BRING INSPIRATION,
STRENGTH AND COLOUR TO
COMMUNITIES WITH BLUESCOPE
STEEL.

OUR CUSTOMERS ARE
OUR PARTNERS

Our success depends on our
customers and suppliers choosing
us. Our strength lies in working
closely with them to create value and
trust, together with superior products,
service and ideas.

OUR PEOPLE ARE OUR
STRENGTH

Our success comes from our people.
We work in a safe and satisfying
environment. We choose to treat
each other with trust and respect
and maintain a healthy balance
between work and family life. Our
experience, teamwork and ability to
deliver steel inspired solutions are
our most valued and rewarded
strengths.

OUR SHAREHOLDERS
ARE OUR FOUNDATIONS

Our success is made possible by the
shareholders and lenders who
choose to invest in us. In return, we
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commit to continuing profitability and
growth in value, which together,
make us all stronger.

OUR COMMUNITIES ARE
OUR HOMES

Our success relies on communities
supporting our business and
products. In turn, we care for the
environment, create wealth, respect
local values and encourage
involvement. Our strength is in
choosing to do what is right.
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HSEC POLICY AND GOVERNANCE

At BlueScope Steel, we know that our success as a company depends on how effectively and
responsibly we work with our employees and the communities in which we operate to meet our
health, safety, environment and community commitments.

The Health, Safety and Environment Committee (HSEC) of the Board of Directors undertakes the
corporate governance role in relation to these responsibilities.

The role of the HSEC is to assist the Board to fulfil its overall responsibilities in relation to health,
safety, environmental and community matters arising out of the activities of BlueScope Steel and as
they affect employees, contractors and the communities in which it operates.

The primary responsibilities of the HSEC, as set out in its Charter, are:

Adopting a HSEC Policy;
Monitoring the Company's compliance with the approved HSEC Policy;
Assessing the HSEC standards of the Company;
Assessing the operations of the Company and making recommendations for assessing, avoiding,
eliminating, controlling and minimising HSEC risks;
Assessing compliance by the Company with HSEC legislation;
Researching and recommending the adoption of acceptable HSEC practices in the industries in
which the Company operates;
Monitoring compliance throughout the Company with HSEC recommendations made by it;
Receiving reports concerning HSEC incidents within the Company; and
Considering HSEC issues that may have strategic, business and reputation implications for the
Company.

The Chairman of the HSEC Committee is Mr Ron McNeilly, an independent Non-Executive
Director. All Directors are members of the HSEC because of the importance of health, safety and
the environment to BlueScope Steel's operations. The HSEC Charter requires that the Committee
meet at least three scheduled times per year. There are opportunities for discussions to be held
without management present.

BlueScope Steel has a Health, Safety, Environment and Community (HSEC) Policy, which outlines
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the Company’s goals and our actions to achieve these goals.

The HSEC Policy commits BlueScope Steel to continual improvement in our performance.  We
aspire to zero harm to our people.  We are committed to the efficient use of resources, reducing and
preventing pollution, and product stewardship.  We strive to be valued corporate citizens in our
communities and respect the values and cultural heritage of local people.

To meet these commitments, we have put in place management systems and standards.  We
identify, assess and manage our HSEC risks.  We set performance targets, regularly monitor and
publicly report on our progress, and comply with all relevant industry standards and legal
requirements.  And we aim to engage with stakeholders to build relationships based on honesty,
openness and mutual trust.

BlueScope Steel’s HSEC Policy can be viewed at: www.bluescopesteel.com

Our Health, Safety and Environment Management Standards, which include specific performance
requirements and auditable criteria, apply to all our sites and operations and to major activities by
contractors under our management.

We conduct a series of audits each year across a wide range of the Company's operations and
activities to ensure the Health, Safety and Environment Management Standards are being applied
adequately and effectively, and to verify performance.  These include both internal and external
audits.

We are committed to acting with integrity, honesty and fairness when dealing with our stakeholders.
Processes are in place to facilitate communication with our stakeholders to determine their HSEC
concerns, information needs and aspirations for community development.

Any concerns and complaints related to HSEC matters are recorded as incidents and investigated.

Information about our environmental management systems can be found by clicking here.
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OUR SAFETY PERFORMANCE IS ACKNOWLEDGED
THROUGHOUT THE STEEL INDUSTRY. IT IS THE RESULT
OF VERY HIGH LEVELS OF EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION.

For more than a decade, BlueScope Steel’s safety focus has been on Zero Harm. We have now
reached a point where we incur less than one injury resulting in lost time for every million hours
worked. This Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) represents a 40-fold improvement since our
drive for safety began. These efforts have lowered the likelihood of injury for a considerable number
of people. In the global steel industry, our safety performance is often cited as a benchmark and we
are widely recognised as a leader in this area.
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In a year of multiple and significant challenges, our safety performance was very good. In FY09, the
Company undertook one of its most critical and essential projects, the reline of the No. 5 Blast
Furnace, and our Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate remained below 1 for the fifth consecutive year.

This result is world best practice in the global steel industry. During this year, BlueScope Steel was
awarded the Safety & Health Excellence Recognition Award from the World Steel Association.

We also achieved a record low level Medically Treated Injury Frequency Rate, which includes our
newest businesses.

Effective safety performance depends on very high levels of employee participation. All employees
across the Company worked hard to look after themselves and their colleagues and in doing so,
achieved this world best practice result.

During the year, there were a number of excellent safety performances and in some cases, new
records were reached.

ASIA

Our Asian businesses have very high safety standards and continued to achieve a very positive
result this year. BlueScope Steel Thailand passed 23 million hours without a Lost Time Injury (LTI)
and Lysaght Thailand reached five years LTI free. Malaysia Kapar set a new record in achieving 21
months without a Medically Treated Injury (MTI). BlueScope Steel Malaysia also was awarded the
OSH Gold Class II Award from the Malaysian Society for Occupational Safety & Health.

A new milestone was reached by Vietnam Phu My of three years MTI free and the operation
attaining one year Zero Harm. For the first time ever, our Indonesian business experienced no LTI or
MTI for the year. In China, Suzhou surpassed their previous record and achieved four million hours
LTI free and one year MTI free.

NORTH AMERICA

This year, North America Buildings business in Laurinburg and San Marcos both achieved four years
LTI free. The San Marcos operation received the Gold Safety Award from the Metal Buildings
Manufacturers Association for an injury rate less than 50 per cent of the industry average.

Both the Visalia and Liberty operations celebrated 1 year MTI free. Fairfield site, part of the
Steelscape business reached 2 years LTI free, while the Anchorage facility, part of the ASC Profiles
business has now reached nine years LTI free.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND



During the year, the No. 6 Blast Furnace operation set a new record of three years LTI and MTI free.
Mills & Coating, Plate Mill and Metal Painting and Finishing departments had one year LTI and MTI
free. For the first time in its history, Western Port achieved an MTIFR of less than one.

New Zealand Steel and Pacific Islands reached one year LTI free. This business won the National
OH&S Award for Load Restraints training.

In the Australian Distribution and Solutions business, Sheet and Coil Processing Services reached
two million hours LTI free. Acacia Ridge achieved one year MTI free and Mareeba and Gold Coast,
part of the Distribution business, were eight years and seven years MTI free respectively.

Australian Coated Industrial Markets had its best ever performance with 1.7 million hours LTI free.
Supply Chain and Logistics achieved one million hours LTI free and No 2 Products Berth was two
years injury free and 15 years LTI free.
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FATALITIES AND MAJOR ACCIDENTS

There were no fatalities or major safety incidents at BlueScope Steel in 2008/09.
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You are here » Home » Environment » Environmental Management System

ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The BlueScope Steel Environment Management System is hierarchical in nature, with Our Bond at
the apex. Each level of the hierarchy supports those above, and all components of the hierarchy are
aligned to assist BlueScope Steel in achieving and demonstrating its sound environmental
performance.

It is the responsibility of each employee to comply with Our Bond, HSEC Policy, and relevant
Environment Standards and Procedures. Understanding how activities may affect the environment
and knowing what appropriate actions to take to safely prevent and minimise any impact is a
requirement of our Environment Management System. Employees are accountable to their
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managers for their environmental performance.

OUR BOND

Included in Our Bond is the following section:

Our communities are our homes.
”Our success relies on communities supporting our business and products. In turn, we care for the
environment, create wealth, respect local values and encourage involvement.  Our strength is in
choosing to do what is right.”

HSEC POLICY

The BSL HSEC Policy states:
“We are committed to continual improvement in our HSEC performance. We are committed to the
efficient use of resources, reducing and preventing pollution, and product stewardship. To meet our
HSEC commitments, we will set measurable objectives and targets. We will develop, implement and
maintain management standards and systems, and comply with relevant industry standards and
legal requirements.”

ENVIRONMENT PRINCIPLES

At BlueScope Steel, we will take action within our businesses and work with our partners to
continually improve our environmental footprint.

Our Environment Principles are:

Environmental performance and improvement is a management responsibility.

All employees must adhere to environment policies and procedures.

Report, investigate and correct all  environmental incidents.

Training all employees to raise awareness is essential.

Honest, open, and timely communication is fundamental.

Included with the Principles is a set of Expectations that describes what each site, manager and
employee will do.

ENVIRONMENT STANDARDS

The BlueScope Steel Environment Standards provide the framework for the development,
implementation and maintenance of Environment Management Systems across the Company. They
are consistent with the requirements of the International Environment Management System
Standard, ISO 14001:2004.

There are 12 Environment Standards covering requirements such as leadership, risk management,
legal compliance, emergency management, training, communication, incident management and
performance measurement. The Environment Standards have been reviewed and updated in 2009.

COMPANY-WIDE PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES

Company-wide Environment Procedures and Guidelines have been developed to help different
areas of the business manage their environmental performance and encourage a consistent
approach.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
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You are here » Home » Environment » Environmental Investments

ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTMENTS

There have been two major investments at the Port Kembla Steelworks involving significant
environmental improvements in the past 12 months:

No 5 Blast Furnace Reline
Part of the reline project was the installation of a third granulator and a cooling tower in the slag
handling system by our alliance partner, Australian Steel Mill Services. The new granulator on the
third cast house means that all slag from No 5 Blast Furnace can now be granulated. Granulated
slag, a sand-like material, is used in the construction industry as a cement substitute. The cooling
tower will reduce the temperature of the granulating water and thereby, reduce hydrogen sulphide
emissions.

The other major environmental improvement was the installation of a recirculated fresh water system
for gas cleaning to replace the once through salt water system. The new system improves the quality
and significantly reduces the amount of water discharge into the harbour. Water from the furnace
cooling system is being recycled for use in the gas cleaning system, which reduces fresh water
usage.

Ore Preparation Upgrade Project
The room dedusting and waste gas precipitators were refurbished, reducing particulate matter
emissions. Upgrading the sinter cooler also reduced fugitive dust emissions. The wider and deeper
sinter bed will require less fuel and improve the overall process efficiency resulting in less
greenhouse gases, NOx and SOx per tonne of sinter.

LOCATION MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTMENTS SINCE 2002* COST

Port
Kembla

Sinter machine emissions reduction project to reduce gas and dust
emissions resulting in cleaner air.

$94 million

Coke Side Pushing Emissions at Port Kembla to collect soot and dust
emissions (during coke pushing on 4, 5 and 6 Batteries).

$91 million
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Gypsum plant reduction and conversion of SO2 emissions for use in the
cement industry.

$9 million

Water recycling program at Port Kembla plant, in partnership with Sydney
Water, saving up to 20 megalitres of drinking water per day.

Approx
$350,000

Cokemaking project to reduce organic emissions. $2 million

Wind blown dust control in recycling area revegetation. $3 million

Port Kembla 33kV electrical distribution system protection project. $14 million

Western
Port

Optimisation of Paint Line No2 (CPL2) ovens to reduce natural gas
consumption and greenhouse emissions.

$150,000

Water recycling program to reduce fresh water consumption by 65%, co-
funded by BlueScope Steel, the Victorian government and South East
Water.

$24.5
million
shared
cost

New
Zealand
Steel

Waikato North Head ironsands attritioner to reduce clay slimes disposed
to landfill.

$3.3
million

Dust minimisation projects, including sealing of roads and storage areas,
resulting in reduced dust and improved water discharge quality.

$5 million

New baghouse in Hollow Sections Galvanising Pipe Plant to reduce
emissions.

$1.5
million

North Star
BlueScope
Steel

New baghouse installed, improving air quality within the plant. US$43.5
million

Energy efficiency project to improve furnace efficiency and minimise
power usage.

US$9
million

* Projects committed, underway or completed.
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ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING IS ESSENTIAL

BlueScope Steel’s Environmental Principles make clear the importance of environmental training. As
our Principles state: Training all employees to raise their environmental awareness is essential.

In line with the Environmental Principles, a project team has been launched to develop an integrated,
corporate environmental awareness program, appropriate for the Company’s geographically and
culturally diverse workforce.

The project team builds on existing regional initiatives to develop a portfolio of training materials,
which are focused on engaging BlueScope employees in the Company’s environment and
sustainability journey. This journey comprises six key topics:

1. Planet Earth: The Global Challenge
2. BlueScope Steel Policies, Principles and Expectations
3. Our key environmental and sustainability challenges
4. The current environment and sustainability journey
5. Preparing for the future
6. A call to action

The training material will be provided in a self-paced eLearning format and will be deployed
throughout 2010.
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REDUCING WATER CONSUMPTION

BlueScope Steel is very conscious of its consumption of
freshwater. For many of the communities in which we
operate, especially in Australia, water shortages are
significant ongoing issues.

The manufacture of iron and steel involves intense heat
in many parts of the process. Water is critical to quench
or cool products and machinery. Water is also required
for maintenance activities and for environmental
purposes like suppressing dust within the plant.

In affected parts of the Company a range of successful
water savings initiatives have been undertaken over a
number of years to reduce water consumption. A key
performance indicator used is fresh water intensity. This
indicator outlines the amount of fresh water from

You are here » Home » Environment » Water

Water is critical to quench or cool products and machinery.
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community supplies used per tonne of steel
manufactured.

A significant reduction in intensity from 3.7 kilolitres per
tonne in financial year (FY) 2003, to 2.1 kilolitres per
tonne in FY2008 was achieved. However, with lower
steel production rates this year, water intensity has
increased. It is expected that water intensity will return
to previous lower levels when production returns to
rated capacity.

At our largest steelmaking facility, Port Kembla
Steelworks in New South Wales, Australia, the great
majority of water used is seawater, which displaces the
need to use precious fresh water for much of the site’s
cooling duties. During FY2007, an industry-leading
project, commissioned in partnership with Sydney
Water, recycles wastewater from across the Illawarra
region and treats it for re-use at the Steelworks. The
introduction of recycled water reduced the site's fresh
water consumption and has saved more than 16 billion
litres of fresh water to date.

A similar water-recycling project is being progressed at
our Western Port facility in Victoria, Australia. The
project, involving a partnership between BlueScope
Steel, South East Water and the Victorian Government,
includes a significant upgrade to the Somers Treatment
Plant. It is expected to cut fresh water consumption at
the Western Port site by up to 65 per cent and reduce
wastewater discharged from the site by up to 75 per
cent. 

BLUESCOPE WATER

In addition to BlueScope Steel’s own water savings,
our BlueScope Water business serves the growing
Australian and international markets for water
conservation products. This business has achieved a
leading position as a supplier of premium rainwater
harvesting solutions for residential, commercial and
rural use, as well as culvert and irrigation infrastructure
products.

BlueScope Water has manufacturing and retail



operations in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane and
with Pioneer Water Tanks in Perth.

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY

BlueScope Steel is a member of The Nature
Conservancy, a leading international conservation
organisation working to protect ecologically important
lands and waters for nature and people.
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MATERIAL EFFICIENCY

The manufacture of iron and steel by necessity
generates a significant volume of by-products and
waste materials. The beneficial reuse or recycling of
these materials remains a focus area for the Company.

Iron and steelmaking processes produce materials such
as blast furnace and steelmaking slag, dust, sludge and
used refractory bricks. Many of these by-products are
utilised in a range of innovative ways. Some of these
materials, such as process dust and sludge can be
recycled in the steelmaking process.

Other by-products are sold externally. Slag, for
example, is used extensively in the cement industry and
in the construction of roads.

Material efficiency is a measure of how efficiently a
company uses raw materials to produce its products
and by-products, in order to minimise waste. In recent
years, the Company’s material efficiency has been
consistently close to the optimal material efficiency ratio
of 100 per cent.

Despite this achievement, the Company is
committed to continuously improving its
environmental footprint by reducing waste to
landfill and optimising material re-use and
recycling.

You are here » Home » Environment » Material Efficiency
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BlueScope Steel is actively involved in a number of
industry associations which are working towards
effective by-product management solutions. In
particular, the Company is a leading participant in the
World Steel Association By-products Project, an
international co-operative initiative with a goal of
facilitating an increase in the material efficiency of the
steel industry worldwide.
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INFINITELY RECYCLABLE

Environmentally, steel has many advantages. By
volume, steel is the most recycled material in the world.
More steel is recycled than all other major recyclable
materials combined, including aluminium, glass and
paper. Steel is not only 100 per cent recyclable but can
also be repeatedly recycled without a loss of key
properties, a characteristic that can be claimed by very
few materials. If steel is recovered at the end of its use,
its lifecycle is potentially endless.

Recycling prevents the waste of potentially useful
materials, reduces consumption of raw materials and
energy, and reduces pollution.

There is a long-established and competitive global

You are here » Home » Environment » Steel Recycling

Scrap steel, an essential ingredient in the integrated steelmaking process, awaits recycling at the Port Kembla Scrap
Yard.
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market for scrap and recovered steel for recycling.
Because steel products generally have a long lifespan,
the steel available for recycling today may have been
produced many decades ago. Due to its magnetic
properties, steel is relatively easy to separate from
waste streams enabling higher rates of recovery than
all comparable materials.

Scrap steel is an essential feed material in the
integrated steelmaking processes used at Port Kembla
Steelworks and New Zealand Steel, and also the
electric arc furnace process used at the North Star
BlueScope Steel plant located at Delta Ohio, in the
United States. The average recycled steel scrap content
of steel produced by the Company is approaching 30
per cent.
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You are here » Home » Environment » Air Quality

AIR QUALITY IN OUR COMMUNITIES

BlueScope Steel remains committed to reducing air emissions and improving air quality in the
communities in which we operate.

BlueScope Steel has installed control mechanisms to reduce emissions at a number of our facilities.
These systems include:

Baghouses and filtering
Chemical treatment
Thermal oxidisation
Recycling back into the process
Dust suppression

The Company extensively monitors emissions at its operations, both on and off site, to maintain
compliance with regulatory limits and to understand our impact on the community.

Many sites are required to report emission levels to regulators with some results being published on
public websites.

Among the most noticeable emissions from our steelmaking plants are air pollutants, such as oxides
of sulphur and nitrogen, dust, odours and greenhouse gases.

Monitoring results for fine particulate, oxides of nitrogen and sulphur dioxide are shown in the
graphs.

This is the first full year we have operated the new Gypsum Plant at the Port Kembla Steelworks
which removes sulphur from the waste gases at the Sinter Plant. This has resulted in a significant
reduction in the amount of sulphur dioxide from our Port Kembla Steelworks.

The impact of the global financial downturn, and the subsequent decrease in production output
across the business, resulted in a significant reduction in BlueScope Steel’s air emissions in
FY09.
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FINES AND PROSECUTIONS

BlueScope Steel notified relevant authorities of 51
statutory non-compliances with environmental
regulations during the year ended 30 June 2009. The
ongoing trend of reduced non compliances reflects a
continued focus on compliance.

During the year, BlueScope Steel received three fines
totalling $26,264. Phu My, Vietnam site received a fine
for $450 related to segregation of wastes. Steelscape
Rancho Cucamonga, North America received a
combined fine for $7,814 relating to the 2003 - 2006 Air
Permit and for a 2008 NOx credit limit exceedance.
Steelscape Kalama, North America received a fine of
$18,000 for an incident relating to the quality of its
water discharge.

 

You are here » Home » Environment » Fines and Prosecutions
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You are here » Home » Energy & Greenhouse » Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change

BLUESCOPE STEEL REMAINS COMMITTED TO REDUCING
THE GREENHOUSE GAS INTENSITY OF OUR
OPERATIONS AND CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVING OUR
ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT

Despite the recent economic downturn, BlueScope Steel remains committed to progressively
reducing its emissions, and continues to play an active role in the global steel industry’s efforts to
combat climate change.

The steel industry faces some unique challenges as the world moves towards a lower carbon global
economy. Making iron and steel produces significant quantities of greenhouse gases. In an
integrated steelworks, carbon, in the form of coal and coke, is the reducing agent used to convert
iron ore to iron in a blast furnace. Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are emitted as an
unavoidable by-product of this process.

The laws of chemistry, physics and thermodynamics dictate the amount of carbon used in the blast
furnace, with current usage close to theoretical minimum levels. Any significant reduction in direct
emissions will therefore require a major technology breakthrough.

In response to these challenges BlueScope Steel, in partnership with other steel makers and the
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World Steel Association (worldsteel), representing approximately 80 per cent of the world’s
steelmakers, is contributing to worldwide data collection and research efforts.

Specifically, BlueScope Steel is engaged in two research projects under the worldsteel CO2
Breakthrough Programme. The first project focuses on the potential to use a proportion of biomass
as a substitute for more typical carbon sources, such as coal, in the iron and steelmaking process.

The second project aims to develop a dry slag granulation process. This concept has a number of
potential environmental benefits, including but not limited to, the recovery and utilisation of waste
heat generated during the slag granulation process.

BlueScope Steel is also recognised, under the worldsteel Climate Action recognition program, for its
participation in the greenhouse gas data collection process.

Further to the worldsteel climate change related activities, BlueScope Steel continues to support the
Australian Government as a member of the Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and
Climate (APP) steel task force. This partnership aims to reduce the global greenhouse gas
emissions from the iron and steel industry by facilitating international iron and steel making
technology transfers. The partnership includes iron and steel making representatives from Japan,
USA, Korea, China, India, Australia and Canada.

Despite the technical limitations in reducing direct emissions from the iron and steelmaking process,
the Company continues to seek innovative and effective ways of reducing its greenhouse gas
emissions. The most significant opportunity we have in the short to medium term is to reduce the
emissions coming from purchased electricity. We can do this by using energy more efficiently,
through projects like the proposed Steelworks Cogeneration Project (SCP) at Port Kembla
Steelworks, one of the single largest abatement opportunities in Australia.

The proposed SCP is a $1 billion plus project, which would make more efficient use of iron and
steelmaking by-product gases, currently flared to the atmosphere, to generate steam and electricity.
The project would make the Port Kembla Steelworks self-sufficient in electricity, offsetting
approximately 1 million tonnes of greenhouse gases per year, equal to removing 200,000 cars from
the road annually, by reducing demand for electricity from the coal-fired grid.

BlueScope has spent $100 million on proving the feasibility of the project which is currently on hold
due to the impact of the economic downturn, uncertainty regarding the impact of the CPRS on our
competitiveness, and the scale of the investment required.

Above: CEO Paul O'Malley (right) receives the World Steel Association's Climate Action certificate in recognition of
BlueScope's participation in the CO2 data collection program.
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You are here » Home » Energy & Greenhouse » Our Greenhouse Performance

OUR GREENHOUSE PERFORMANCE

The impact of the global financial downturn and the subsequent decrease in production output
across the business resulted in a significant reduction in BlueScope Steel's absolute greenhouse gas
emissions in FY09, with a total of 11.8 million tonnes (CO2 equivalent). However, the overall
greenhouse intensity increased to 2.5 tonnes (CO2 equivalent) of GHG emissions per tonne of raw
steel manufactured.

In the lead up to the financial downturn, BlueScope Steel's total global greenhouse gas emissions
(Scope 1 and Scope 2) fluctuated between 14.7 and 15.3 million tonnes (CO2 equivalent) per
annum. During this period of relative economic stability, incremental energy and greenhouse gas
efficiency improvements have maintained the global greenhouse gas intensity for the Company at
approximately 2.2 tonnes (CO2 equivalent) of GHG emissions per tonne of raw steel manufactured.

Steelmaking generates greenhouse gas emissions, mainly carbon dioxide, both directly when making
iron and steel, and indirectly through the use of electricity and gas. The rate of greenhouse gas
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generation, and the overall efficiency of operations, is heavily influenced by the production output.
The Company remains committed to reducing the greenhouse gas intensity of our operations and
continuously improving our environmental footprint. As production output returns to pre-downturn
tonnages, the greenhouse gas emissions and emissions intensity are forecast to return to more
typical levels.

BlueScope Steel’s total Scope 1 (direct emissions) and Scope 2 (indirect emissions from
consumption of purchased electricity, heat or steam), raw steel production output and greenhouse
gas intensity are depicted in the accompanying graphs.
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You are here » Home » Energy & Greenhouse » Energy Use

Our Goal: Zero Harm

Health and safety is fundamental to the way we do business at BlueScope Steel. Our goal is Zero
Harm, and we pursue this goal vigorously. Our aim is that anyone entering our sites leaves in the
same condition as they arrived.

The following beliefs form the basis for achieving our goal of Zero Harm:

Working safely is a condition of employment.
Employee involvement is essential.
Management is accountable for safety performance.
All injuries can be prevented.
Training employees to work safely is essential.
All operating exposures can be safeguarded.

BlueScope Steel has a comprehensive Occupational Health and Safety Management System which
is mandatory in all our operations. Its purpose is to protect the health and safety of our employees,
customers, contractors, visitors and the public. The Management System gives substance to our
beliefs and outlines how we will achieve our goal of Zero Harm. Under the Management System,
Safety Management Standards have been established. Each business is required to demonstrate
compliance with these standards.

This system focuses on three basic areas: safe and healthy people, safe systems and a safe and
tidy plant. Strong and caring leadership, engaged employees and a robust operating discipline
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support initiatives in these areas.

BlueScope Steel's safety improvement initiatives have seen a substantial reduction in injuries. We
continue to make good overall progress, with many businesses reporting noteworthy health and
safety results.

In 2007/08, our Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) was 0.6 (or 0.8, including our recent
acquisition), remaining below 1.0 for the fourth consecutive year. This means that we incur less than
one injury resulting in lost time for every million hours worked. Our Medically Treated Injury
Frequency Rate (MTIFR) was 4.0 (or 6.2 when including our newly acquired businesses), per one
million hours worked.

Essential to our health and safety strategy is the ongoing effort to further develop our leaders, as is
the continued implementation of risk management practices, behavioural health and safety audits,
the reporting of incidents and near misses and the identification and prevention of at risk behaviour
and at risk conditions.
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http://csereport2009.bluescopesteel.com/privacy/index.html
http://csereport2009.bluescopesteel.com/sitemap/index.html
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